OCT
23  VS TIMBERWOLVES  7PM
25  VS CLIPPERS  7PM
27  VS CLIPPERS  7PM

NOV
1  VS MAGIC  7PM
3  VS NUGGETS  7PM
9  VS BUCKS  7PM
11  VS RAPTORS  7PM
21  VS KNICKS  7PM
23  VS NUGGETS  7PM
25  VS BULLS  7PM
30  VS SPURS  7PM

DEC
14  VS HEAT  7PM
16  VS TIMBERWOLVES  7PM
17  VS GRIZZLIES  7PM
19  VS TRAIL BLAZERS  7PM
21  VS TRAIL BLAZERS  7PM
23  VS PELICANS  7PM
27  VS SPURS  7PM
31  VS 76ERS  7PM

JAN
3  VS CELTICS  7PM
6  VS WIZARDS  7PM
8  VS MAVERICKS  6PM
18  VS PACERS  7PM
25  VS HAWKS  7PM
27  VS CAVALIERS  7PM
30  VS WARRIORS  7PM

FEB
4  VS ROCKETS  7PM
13  VS PELICANS  7PM
15  VS ROCKETS  7PM
26  VS KINGS  6PM
28  VS KINGS  7PM

MAR
1  VS LAKERS  7PM
3  VS JAZZ  7PM
5  VS JAZZ  6PM
7  VS WARRIORS  7PM
14  VS NETS  7PM
19  VS SUNS  2:30PM
28  VS HORNETS  7PM
29  VS PISTONS  7PM

APR
2  VS SUNS  6PM
9  VS GRIZZLIES  2:30PM

ALL TIMES CENTRAL TIME